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Wooster remembers
Oct. 23, 1919
VlMlUKd 1U liUult
COMING ASKED TO
NOTIFY JOHN BAIRD
Baldwin-Wallac- e Players' DecU-lio-n
Wooster Will Beat Case
Raises Hope of Victory. 25th.
Return post cards were sent out to
Wooster alumni and ex-stude- nts of the
last few years, this week, giving no-
tice of the home coming October 25,
the day of the Case game. The re-
turn card is to John Baird, president
of the student senate, stating what
Continued to page 4
Oct. 14. 1948
Anniversary Game Marks Weekend
Class Floats Add Zip To Parade
Speros Karas Sels Hood for 'Anlnmn Hcctnrne'
Wooster anticipates one of her most colorful week-end- s as him'
dreds of alumni from all over the country return for the 30th Annual
Homecoming, October 15, 16, 17.
The festival of mums, football, and grads wll be touched off with
the Frosh bonfire at Friday's pep rally in Babcock Field, 7:15 pjn. Cere-
monies here include speeches from the team and the administration.
Oct. 24, 1958
Questions for
pasttimes
at 40th
anniversary
by Dorothy Skoch
and Cynthia Rice
"Do you remember the
first Homecoming Dance in
'32?. How about the first
Homecoming Queen in
'46?" These will be among
the questions Wooster
Alumni will be asking each
other as they arrive at the
college for the 40th annual
homecoming celebration.
. Continued to page 4
SAB anticipates
byKATHYPRESIN
The Student Activities Board cme " opportunity for the Col-S.A.- B.
and the Student Alumni lc8e of Wooster's student body to
Association have been working Hsply their talent, diversity, and
hard to make the 70th Anniver- - unique specialities. Come, enjoy.
sary of Homecoming the best
ever. However, maximum student
participation is needed to fulfill
this expectation. This year the
weekend is being celebrated in a
most festive spirit and S.A.B. has
organized some exciting events to
make these celebrations unique.
What follows is a description of
the events that are scheduled for
Homecoming Weekend.
The festivities start on Friday
ALUMNI,
JOIN IN
FOR 20th
70 years of Homecoming
best homecoming
night at 8:00 pjn. with the star-studd- ed
Talent Show. It has be- -
and appreciate the incredible tal-
ent of the students. . A new excit-
ing event has been added to this
year's Talent Show! A slide pres-
entation of Wooster's previous
generations ' will occur during the
final judging of this event in
hopes of enhancing awareness of
the College's past history.
The fifth-annu- al Wooster Home-
coming Harvest Run will be held
on Saturday, Oct. 8th. behind
Wagner Hall. Contestants can
register starting at 8:00 ajn. and
the race, also known as Fun Run,
w1 start' aHMX) ajn.- - Numbers
will be distributed that morning.
Students, staff, and faculty mem-
bers are all welcome. Final judg-
ing for the decoration of Resi-
dence Halls and Houses will be
held on Saturday, Oct. 8, at 10:30
ajn. A cash prize of 50 dollars
will be awarded to the best deco-
rated residential hall and the best
i
r
Oct. 27, 1938
PROGRAM
FRIDAY
8:15 P.M. Home-comin- g Play: "The Night of January 16"
Scott Auditorium
SATURDAY
10:00 A.M. Club Officers Conference Trustee Room, Galpin
1:30 P.M. Cross County Muskingum vs. Wooster
2:15 Football Game: Muskingum vs. Wooster Stadium
4:45-6:0- 0 Alumni Get-Togeth- er ! Babcock Lounge
6:30 Alumni Buffet Supper Babcock Lower Dining Room
8:00 The Night of January 16" ! Scott Auditorium -
8:00 Student-Alum- ni Dance ! Gymnasium
All Day "Tag Day" for the College Band. Representatives of
tha band will approach you for contributions to their new .
uniform fund.
SUNDAY I
11:00 AM. President Wishart Preaches ! Chapel
ever
small houseorganizationgroup.
This year the theme for the
Homecoming Parade is
"Generations: Past, Present and
Future." The parade, consisting of
floats representing various
groups, organizations, sections,
clubs, and programs will start at
12:30 pjn. and will go around the
campus. A cash prize of SO dol-
lars will be awarded to the best
float, and a prize of 35 dollars
will go to the runner up. The
planning and building of a float is
always significant in the building
of unity, as well as the promotion
and cooperation of teamwork.
Then laugh to death at the sight
of the Clown Contest 12:00
pjn. and think about participa-
ting in it next
year. Homecoming's Gala Event,
one of the most awaited events of
the fall semester, takes place on
Saturday. Oct. 8. at 10:00 pjn. in
the Lowry Center Ball Room.
Students, alumni, and faculty are
all invited to dance the night
away in this fun-fill- ed evening
Continued to page 9
Schedule Offers
Play, Game, uance
Wooster's twentieth Home-comin- g,
which means that three or four hun-
dred alumni will return to their al-
ma mater this week-en- d, presents a
program with almost infinite variety.
Starting with the Home-comin- g play
tonight, the program, is filled with
reunions of small groups as well as
the events planned for everyone.
Continued to page 4
STUDENT BODY
FUNFEST
HOMECOMING
Oct. 22, 1931
LtlELUlfJ
PREPARATIONS
STIRCATJPUS
Student Senate is Making
Arrangements for
Gala Day
Unusnal cleverness in dormitory
decorations is expected in the
thirteenth annual Home-comin- g
competition, Saturday, October 24.
A Student Senate committee,
headed by Carol Gustafson, is
making; the arrangements for the
celebration.
Livingston Lodge has been
awarded first place for Home-ep- m-
.
ing decorations for the past three
years and has thus gained perma-
nent possessionof the trophy. The
new cup which the Alumni Asso-
ciation has just purchased. Is now
on display fn the library.
Continued to page 4
Oct. 25, 1974
55 years of
meaningful
nostalgia
by AlMinikaa
"Wanted: Alumni lor Horn,
coming day, .
Alumni ' who'll amy hotlot
Alumni ' who'll may hatlol
viith a wmmt Scotch kind othtm-inese- .
Alumni who don't ramombor
.
co-e-rf chapol moating or aran
intra-tnur- al lootbalU
Alumni who want to hoar what
Ma ganoratlon la thinking and to
aaa what wm arm doing.
Alumni who atill . loot wry
much a port ol Wooatmr own
though thay no tongor play loot-ba- ll
or write lor Ota VOICE or
worn crow lor tho Llttlo Theater.
Alumni who aoam mora tlko
mmmbaia ot tho aanior claaa than
ol an alumni chaptor.
Alumni who went to mnaw tho
oaya of mild fang ayno.
Letters to the Editor
Judicial response
Dear Editor:
During the past several weeks,
the judicial system of the College
of Wooster has been questioned
and challenged by several individ-
uals and groups. The Panel Discus-
sion on Sexual Assault Tuesday
night brought to us the harsh re-
ality that there is something seri-
ously wrong with our judicial sys-
tem. Since this is probably not
the place for me to discuss what is
wrong with the judicial proce-
dures, this letter will be limited to
making observations and sugges-
tions only.
1) . We need to realize that admin-
istrators as individuals are not re-
sponsible for making the rules
that constitute our judicial system.
We have, as a community,
through our representatives on
Campus Council, elected to im-
pose these rules on ourselves.
2) . If we do not agree with these
rules' or feel that they are not the
best ones available to us. we
should take the initiative to
change them.
3) . In order to do so, we must re-
alize that members of the adminis-
tration cannot change the judicial
system by themselves simply be-
cause they do not have the author-
ity to do so. Campus Council, a
body composed of students, facul-
ty, and administrators, has the au-
thority to review and legislate
changes to the existing judicial
system. Any group or individual
member may petition Council on
such matters.
4) . We. as members of the com-
munity, must decide what changes
we need to make and take the ne-
cessary steps to do so.
I hope that members of all seg
ments of this community will
work together in making any ne-
cessary revisions to our judicial
system.
Sincerely,
Sandeep Bhatia
French response
Dear Editor
In a previous week's edition of
the Wooster Voice , mere was an
article entilted "Classes on Vid-
eo". In the article the student
was highly critical of the French
department's use of videos in the
process of instructing French.
Based on my experience in the
video program, which is entitled
French in Action , I feel the stu-
dent was grossly misleading in
her description of the program,
and that her article warrants no
merit concerning the true nature of
the course.
The article "Classes on Video"
contains three main aspects of
misleading criticism which need
to be clarified and presented in a
more truthful manner. I will begin
by addressing the quality and na-
ture of the program, French in Ac-
tion .
In last week's edition, the stu-
dent described French in Action
as a language hybrid of "Sesame
Street" and "Days of Our Lives."
Let's be realistic, the course is a
full-fledge- d, college-lev- el lan-
guage course. The program was
designed by Dr. Pierre Capretz of
Yale University, and it has been
successfully implemented in the.
past ten years at various institu-
tions throughout the U.S. The
nrogram has received praise
through out the academic field in-
cluding praise from Laurence Wy-li- e
of Harvard University's com-
munications department.
I would like to comment on a
few aspects of the program, in-
cluding the success it has had here
at Wooster. The program's suc-
cess is reflected in many facets,
one of which is the results of last
semester's year end examination.
The results revealed that the first
group of Wooster students to take
part in the program French in Ac-
tion scored higher on the oral
exam excluding the Video than
students who had completed
French levels 101 and 102. After
only one semester of French in
Action . the students acquired an
oral comprehension level equival-
ent to students completing a 201
course, or three semesters of
French in the traditional method.
Quite an accomplishment!
A second ludicrous concept of
the article is that the professor
has been "turned into an audio-
visual operator." If anything, the
program challenges the professor
and provides a unique structure
while it permits individual creativ-
ity on behalf of the professor --
quite unlike any "book-learnin- g
method could ever provide. In
this program, you can say good--:
bye to the spoon-feedin- g method
of traditional book learning in-
struction, and "bonjour" to a new
method called submersion. By
submersion I mean the students
are exposed to great amounts of
French in each video lesson,
something similar to what one
would experience if living in a
French speaking environment.
I would also like to clarify the
fact that the professor is constant-
ly involved throughout the vide- -
Continued to page 5
tflRRifl Gis iNBLuesv'TS Discvssirsc THE issues
f Editor's Stand
Students, administration, and faculty are concerned over the Judiciary
system and the way it has worked, or not worked, in several cases con-
cerning sexual assault on this campus. S.G.A., which has been with
the issue of fair treatment of victims since the beginning, along with
the assistance of the recently formed Coalition for Judiciary Revision,
the ever-prese- nt WRC, and a special committee which came out of the
Judicial Board, plan to work together to form proposals for Judiciary
Revision to be submitted to Campus Council, the only body which is
capable of making changes in the governing documents of the campus.
I am personally connected with the Coalition for Judiciary Revision,
and it is my sincere hope that we can implement changes which will
better treat both the accused and the accuser in any type of case on
campus. The current concern is, of course, the issues surrounding the
system's handling of rape and sexual assault.
We need to keep two things in mind, however. First, we are not
saying that other issues(such as racial harassment) are not relevant.
They are simply not the present concern. The Coalition for Judici-
ary Revision was formed as a voice for student collaboration on sys-
tem problems, and the current, most pressing concern, is the one
which deals with rape and sexual assault.
Continued to page 5
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Crime on Campuses: Different perspectives
1987-8- 8 Judicial proceedings outlined
The following is a brief expla-
nation of the College of Wooster
judicial system, and a summary of
cases adjudicated during the 1987-8- 8
academic year. The Judicial
Board submits this report to the
Campus Council with the recom-
mendation that it be published in
the Voice . The publication of
this report in the campus newspa-
per is a means of providing to the
campus community information
on the campus judicial system and
the ways in which unacceptable
behaviors are addressed.
THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM
ChargesHearing
Any member of the campus
community may bring charges
against a student member of the
community by contacting the
Chairperson of the Judicial Board
or through a member of the Dean
of Students' staff.
A member of the Residence
Hall Staff or the Dean's Staff may
bring a case of suspected viola-
tion of the Codes of Social Re
Judicial system comes under, scrutiny
by PAULINE ACH
Tuesday night there was a panel
discussion held in Lowry Center
pit on sexual harassment and how
to press charges against someone
for harrassment. Wednesday
night a newly formed group of
students met. This organization
is called the Coalition for Judici-
ary Revision. While a core group
of students have been instrumental
in its beginning, it is opened to
all students, faculty, and adminis-
tration who are interested in in
Rape attacks
LOS ANGELES, August 23, 1988 --
College presidents are urged, in a
report released today, to take im-
mediate action to reduce the inci-
dence of sexual assaults on cam-
pus and to protect the rights of
student victims. The report, pub-
lished by the Rape Treatment Cen-
ter of Santa Monica, California,
cites many cases of campus rape
in which victims have been revic-timiz- ed
by their colleges and rec-
ommends major new policies and
programs to remedy this problem.
Rape Treatment Center director
and report coauthor Gail Abarba-n- el
states, "we're facing an epi-
demic. A recent national survey
found that one in every six col-
lege women had been a victim of
rape or attempted rape during the
preceding year." Adds Abarbanel,
"in our experience treating vic
sponsibility or Academic Integrity
to the attention of the Chair.
Any individual who is alleged to
have violated either of the Codes
is notified in writing by the Chair
of the charges being brought
against himher. In accordance
with the Code, a hearing must be
held to determine innocence or
guilt. An individual has the op-
tion of having hisher case heard
by the Judicial Board or by a pan-
el of Dean of Student's Staff mem-
bers. A student who chooses not
to contest the charges may have
the Dean of Students assign an ap-
propriate sanction if she is will-
ing to relinquish the right to a
formal hearing. The Dean of Stu-
dents, however, reserves the right
to turn a case back to the Panel of
Deans or the Judicial Board.
Composition of the Hearing
Boards.
The Judicial Board is a panel
of twelve students, four faculty
members, and two administrative
members and is responsible for
vestigating judiciary revision.
This first meeting was to discuss
what happened at the panel, and
to begin proposing potential
problems in the system. This co-
alition will meet again at 8 p.m.
this Wednesday in Lowry 119 if it
is available.
Questions raised this past Tues-
day at the panel, and Wednesday
at the CJR meeting included:
What are the punishments that the
judical system can impose? How
does one appeal a case where he
he or she disagrees with the ver
students on national level
tims from dozens of college cam-
puses around the country, we have
seen that most colleges are unpre-
pared to deal with this crisis."
The report, entitled Sexual As-
sault on Campus: What Colleges
Can Do, cites common complaints
of campus rape victims, including
having to live in the same dormi-
tory as the assailant following the
rape; unsafe university housing
vulnerable to break-in- s by strang-
ers! the absence of any rights or
protections for the victim if she
reports the assault and pursues a
campus investigation; and failure
by colleges to take disciplinary
action against offenders.
One such case described in the
report occurred at a large, private
college in the South, where an as-
sailant kicked in a flimsy locked
door leading to a coed's room and
hearing cases regarding alleged in-
fractions of the Code of Social
Responsibility and the Code of
Academic Integrity, The Scot's
Key. Students who are interested
in serving on the Judicial Board
apply through the Student Govern-
ment Association in the spring
semester. Following an interview
process, student members are ap-
pointed to the Board for a one-o- r
' two-ye- ar term by the President of
the Student Government Associa-
tion.
Faculty members on the Board
are appointed by the Committee
on Committees and staff members
are appointed by the Dean of Stu-
dents. The Panel of Deans is ap-
pointed on a case-by-ca- se basis
from the staff.
Students serve on the Judicial
Board by hearing cases, but also
act as hearing counselors for the
accused or accuser. Hearing coun-
selors assist the accused and ac--
Continued to page 12
dict? Who can appeal? What
actually happens when a case is
brought to Judicial Board?
It is the responsibility of the
chairperson of the Judicial Board
to contact the accused within ten
days after charges have been
brought. The accused and the ac-
cuser are both given a member of
the Judicial Board to be their hear-
ing counselor. The two hearing
counselors do not vote during the
hearing. The counselor for the
Continued to page 8
sexually assaulted her as she was
taking a shower. It was later de-
termined that the lighting, doors,
and locks in the college's housing
units were inadequate and facilitat-
ed break-in- s. Aileen Adams, Rape
Treatment Center legal counsel
and report co-auth- or cautions col-
lege administrators, "colleges that
do not provide a safe environment
for students run a high risk of ex-
pensive lawsuits." The report
calls upon colleges to:
Adopt and send to every student .
an official policy that condemns
rape and sexual assault.
Revise student conduct codes to
specifically prohibit sexual as-
saults and provide certain rights
for victims.
--Establish procedures to modify
' Continued to page 7
Yearly walk
insights on
by SUSAN M. GALE
On Thursday evening, Septem-
ber 29, the "lighting walk". took
place at the College. This annual
walk around campus involves
members of the Dean's staff. Se-
curity, and interested others.
"The walk is to identify areas
needing stronger lighting, and ar-
eas that can never be made totally
safe," says Associate Dean of stu-
dents Sophie Wisniewski. "We
go on the lighting walk to think
about campus safety. It's preven-
tion as opposed to reaction."
Bushes and trees around campus
are also checked to see that each
is sufficiently cut back so as to
not allow anyone to hide in them.
Students initiate plans
for "Safe Walk"
by SHIREEN BEHZADI
The red and white 'Crime Alert'
signs are becoming an all too fa-
miliar sight on campus, and some
students are finally deciding to
take it upon themselves to do
something about it. There is "a
new idea going around campus
that it may be wise to start walk-
ing in numbers that are no smaller
than two people. Well, some stu-
dents are going to expand on this
idea and form a new type of com-
mittee to promote the idea that
there is safety in numbers. This
newly founded committee is going
to be called Safewalk.
The idea for Safewalkwas first
thought of by members of the Sig
section. Paul Jacobus was one of
yields
lighting
"Shrubbery are intentionally cut
so that you can see through
them," says Wisniewski.
The results from the walk will
go into a report written by Wis-
niewski and sent to Clinton E.
Hofstetter, Director of the Physi-
cal Plant. Copies will also be sent
to Dean of Students Kenneth R.
Plusquellec, and William H. Snod-d- y.
Vice President for Finance and
Business. Winsnieski says her re-
port "just makes recommenda-
tions" of what should be done to
make improvements on campus
and that it will be reviewed by
those receiving it.
'
"We are in the middle of the fis--
Continued to page 8
the Sigs who decided that it
should' be formally presented to
the Inner Section and Inner Club
Councils at the beginning of this
year when the Crime Alert notices
first started coming out. The Sigs
realized that this project was go-
ing to require lot more people
than just them. For this reason
they sought the help of the ISC
and the ICC.
It is important to realize that
women are not the only ones that
are subject to being attacked on
this campus. Although it is not as
likely to occur, men are also vul-
nerable to violent attacks. Jaco-
bus : emphasizes the fact that
"assaults should be the concern of.
Continued to page 6
CAMPUS COUNCIL RESPONSE TO SEXUAL
ASSAULT PANEL
At the sexual assault panel Tuesday night, it
was suggested that Campus Council hold
additional forums to give students a chance to
express their concerns about the judicial
process, particularly in relation to assault cases.
Campus Council has met and endorsed the
endeavors of SGA, the Coalition for Judiciary
Revision, and the WRC. Once these groups
have made recommendations for changes in 'thejudicial system to Campus Council, Council will
hold public hearings so that anyone in the
campus community may express their opinions
about those recommendations. At any time,
before or after these recommendations have been
made, Council is open to suggestions on these or
other concerns. Campus Council meets every
Thursday at 11 a.m. in Taylor 308. If you have
any further questions, please feel free to contact
Council chair, Sandeep Bhatia, Box C-11- 72.
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wews briefs COW celebrates 70 years of Homecoming
fcyYALMANONASAN
Discovery complete l- -
slea anccess fally , ! It ,:
flrat trip to apace after a
32 month hate Space .Shuttle
Discovery launched from Cape Ca--
Baversl on Thursday. Septorber
28, and 5 days later landed at Ed
wards Air Force Base. CA. The
space shuttle trips had been held
beck since the Challenger disaster
years ago. The trip included the
dqploymeal of a eonnmtnicaijons ;
satellite, some scientific experi-
ments, a'cbeck-w-p of the shuttle
and memorial for theChallenga's
dead.
U.N. Peacekeeping Force ;
eased Winner of the Nobel
Pence Prize; The 1988 Nobel
Peace Prize was awarded to U--N.
Peacekeeping Forces which have
serving to reduce tensions all
around the work! for 40 years. la :
the past two other UH. organuta- - i
tkms have won the Pri2e: XLO ;
Interaational Labor Organization
in 1969 and Office of the U.N. !
High Cotnmisioner for Refugees ;u
in 1981. The Peacekeeping Fore-- :
as have helped world peace in
many war cites like Iran-Ira- q, Cy-
pres or India-Pakista- n.
The director of the anti-
missile shield research re-
signs: Lieut. General James Ab-raham-son
resigned from his post
stating that his departure would
help the next administration take
a fresh look at the space-bas- ed
anti-missi- le defense program. The
critics say that his resignation,
may signal an important turning ;
point in the program.
Local Republicans
travel to hear Bush
by CHRISTOPHER R. SHARP and
KELBY A. THOMAS
On Tuesday, September 27,
1988. two senior officers from the
Wooster College Republican Or-
ganization traveled to Columbus
to attend the Ohio State Republi-
can Convention. The keynote
speakers of this exciting event
were Vice President George Bush
and Cleveland Mayor, George Voi-novic- h.
Representing the Wooster Col-
lege Republicans were the organi-
zation's President Joel Hastings
and Vice President, Kelby Thom-
as. Commenting on George
Bush's address, Joel said, "Bush's
confidence and sincerity of articu-
lation assured Bush campaigners
of his convictions and compe-
tence. He fluently discussed the
economy, defense, and the budget.
His motivating speech will make
me work even harder for Novem-
ber 8th." Reflecting on the im-
pressive demonstration of youth
support for Bush. C.R. Vice Presi-
dent Kelby Thomas said. "I was
x :$::yK;.-:;:- '
Soviet . Union relations
with , other eonntrles Im-
prove while Gorbachev in-
creases . hi, power s lasldes ;
.With the help of the reforms car-
ried out by Gorbachev, the Soviet
Union ha improved relation
with Western and Eastern coun-
tries. Recently the visit of a high
Ounese'aide to Moscow has sig-
naled better relation between the
two countries. Also last week
. English Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher -- praised the reform in
Soviet Union and stated that they
were "in the Western interest,"
Meanwhile, although he say he
aim at the decentralization of
; power in Russia. Gorbachev ased
some tactics to become the only
nominee for Presidency. If he is
elected President of the Soviet Un-
ion, Gorbachev will concentrate
:? two great powers in his hands: ::
& General Secretary of the Commo-ni- st
Party and the President of the
coon try. "
Olympic Game end with the
question nnaaswered: Bow
to stop drug esage among
athletes? t athletes, 4 of them
weight-lifter- s, have been eliminate
ed because of doping during the
1983 Olympics. A Vice President
of the International Olynuc Com- -
f mittee recommended that weight
lifting be removed from me Olym-p- k
program in the future.
' After the 16 days, Soviet Union
wound up with 132 medals (55
gold, breaking the medal record
of Somroer Olympics; East Germany
got 102 medals 37 gold, while
U.S. became the third with 94
medals 16 gold.
extremely pleased with NCAC rep-
resentation at the Convention.
Republican Organization Officers I
conversed with related news of ex-
tensive campus campaign involve-
ment. This, I believe, is the en-
couraging result of tremendous
student enthusiasm for the Bush-Quay- le
ticket."
This student support for the
1988 GOP campaign effort is evi-
denced on the C.O.W. campus by
an overwhelming response to the
College Republican Organization,
which continues to enlist new
members. With the formation
stage completed, committee cam-
paign efforts are well under way.
The College Republicans are proud
to announce that on their eighty-fiv- e
member roster, more than
one-thir- d of the students have
chosen to contribute to the Re-
publican efforts directly, through
committee participation.
College Republicans encourage
you to join the excitement of the
Bush-Quay- le campaign effort Our
organization is open to inquiry
and welcomes your participation.
by MEGHAN HOWES
This coming weekend will mark
another Homecoming for Wooster.
a tradition of almost 70 years.
The festivities have changed in
some ways, but tradition dominat-
ed the day. The spirit is still
there, the excitement still tingles
in the crisp fall air, and students
regard the sweater weather as a
sign that Homecoming is just
around the corner.
Many would be surprised at the
sequence of events that occurred
during past Homecoming Week-
ends. Times sure have changed.
The focus on what "Homecoming1
actually means has even changed.
If you look below, you will un-
doubtedly be incredulous to the
events of Homecoming - 1929:
--The word was 'Home-comin- g',
which focused more on the alumni
perspective by making it sound as
if people were "coming home to
Wooster".
-- Plays were all the rage.. .on
this particular weekend October
17, the play was Jean Webster's
"Daddy Long Legs". A comedy in
four acts. "Legs" had a cast of
seventeen and over thirty crew
members.
--The 'social season' at Wooster
officially opened; a reception of
the Y.W.C.A. and Y.M.C.A. in
Severence Gym was the big news. r
President Charles F. Wishart wel- -
Funfest
Continued from age 1
Dormitories Display Decorations
Opening Saturday's program will
be the dormitory decorations contest '
for the 'Wooster plaque given .each I
year by the Alumni Association to
the dormitory which" erects the best
decoration expressing the spirit of the
day. A faculty-stude- nt committee will
do the judging and the results will
be announced between the halves of
the football game. Presentation of the
plaque, probably to the Boys' Inky
which has won it ever since it was '
offered, will be held in chapel next
week.
The football game between the
Muskies and Scon will start at 2:1) in
Severance Stadium. While Muskin-
gum has lost twice, their team is ex-
pected to be a good test for our' un-
beaten Scots. Tickets for the battle
may be obtained at the Athletic Office
for: general admission 75 cents, re-
served seats $ 1 .00, and box seats
1.25.
John Baird
Continued to page 1
reservations for meals and lodging,
will be desired. It is necessary that
this notification be sent, for the dor-
mitories will be abe to accommodate
only a few visitors. The senate is
making arrangements to provide
meals and lodging for all who desire
them. Anyone desiring; to come who
does not receive a card, should notify
John Baird at Kenarden Lodge.
corned the class of 1929, speak-
ing at great length about the re-
ligious life at Wooster.
--The big game was against Mt.
Union - "Black and Gold is Ready
to Go!" Famous headline. In an
article previewing the game, the
writer stated, "do not forget the
game...the team will be playing
"keen' football." Interesting adjec-
tive.
As the years went on. Home-
coming continued to be a tradition
favored by many. In 1940, the
word was still separated by a hy-
phen, plays were still popular,
and "Big Band" had emerged to
draw a large crowd to the "Home-
coming Dance."
--Eddie Paul and his Orchestra a
big hit at the College was en-
gaged to play for the dance on
Saturday, Oct.26. Admission to
the dance was 85 cents for couples
and stag, and the women were
even granted permission to stay
out until midnight!
--Babcock was the hub of all ac-
tivity.
--The football game was against
Muskingum; a cross country meet
against Oberlin was also sched-
uled.
--There was a bonfire and rally
behind Scovel, sponsored by the
freshman class.
'Thing were so simple then!
Pasttimes
Continued from page 1
Alumni Events Scheduled
.Returning graduates of Woos-
ter will find a busy schedule hasKn rdnnned for them. Alumni
registration in Lower Galpin from
9 a.m. to 12 noon will start the
ball rolling. After luncheon In
Lower Kauke at 11:45 a.m. the
alumni will line Beall Avenue to
watch the Homecoming Parade
in honor of Queen Pat Eaton. A
: parade, of years made up of
freshman men carrying signs for
:the years between 1900 and
! 1958 will give each alumnus the
opportunity to cheer the year of
his graduation.
Dormitory decorations will bejudged at 1 1:00 Saturday morn-
ing. The winners will be an-
nounced at the half-tim- e of the
game by theQueen. . .
At 2:00 p.m. the clans of Scots
and Britons will gather in Sever-
ance Stadium for the football
contest.
A highlight of Homecoming
pageantry will be the half-tim- e
coronation of HomecomingQueen, Pat Eaton, by Senate
President Kent Weeks. To add
to the festivities, the Scot band
will perform Scottish, numbers.
Following the Homecoming
.game a reception will be held
I for Alumni and guests in Comp- -
Look at present day; instead of
plays, we watch movies "Shoot
to Kill" and "D.O.A.". No more
bonfires we have parades and
marathons. The Dance still hangs
over our weary heads, yet we drop
Eddie and his Orchestra and pick
up a D.J. The football tradition
continues, along with field hock-
ey, soccer, cross country, etc.
PLUS, some of the best talent at
the College will gather on Firday
night for a Talent Show. We have
Mom's, Ichabod's, Pit Flicks;
what more could a person want?
Homecoming, or, for the sake
of our founding fathers, 'Home-
coming', is a tradition that has
been a part of Wooster's life since
1919. The way things were then
and the way they are now are defi-
nitely different in appearance, but
the overall mood is the same. It
is a weekend that allows alumni
and prospective students a chance
to see the College again or for
the first time and either dream of
the possibilities it contains or
take a trip down memory lane.
Whatever the purpose, the week-
end lives here, at the College of
Wooster, every year, every fall.
The leaves turn crimson and gold,
you can see your breath pattern a
pane of glass in the morning,
and, as you walk around campus,
you can almost hear Eddie Paul
tunmg up to play' lw -
" ton and Wagner Halls.
Floats add
zip
Continued from page 1
Zenith of the week-en- d is the Deni-eon-Woost- er
football game in Severance
Stadium, 2:15 p.m. This game marks
the 59th anniversary of Ohio inter-
collegiate football, which a Denison-Wooste- r
game inaugurated in 1889.
Preceding the game, a parade ol
floats from each of the four classes will
lead the freshman march of alumni
colors. The float contestants vie for the
prize of a vie dance, with refreshments,
for everyone in the winning class.
Half-tim- e ceremonies feature a per-
formance by the Wooster kiltie band
and the coronation of Elinor Hagcrman
as Homecoming Queen by the acting
football captain. In the queens court
are: Tudy Roberts, Ken Donaldson,
Mikie Hagerman, Jack Nygaard, Char
lotte t'raser, bill McCieJland, Sue Ervin,
Jim Steiner, and Dave Castle.
Following the game is an alumni re-
ception at Babcock Hall.
"Autumn Nocturne is the theme of
the Homecoming Dance to be held in
the gymnasium Saturday evening at
nine, ui'h Spcros Karos orchestra sup-
plying the music -
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c Dymonz plays for Homecoming Gala SGA: Getting involved
by DAVE ROYSE
Tve been in the music busi-
ness in one form or another for
13 years," says Melvin Hinchen,
a co-found- er, guitarist, keyboard-
ist and vocalist in Dymonz, this
year's homecoming dance band.
Indeed, the group has over 70
years of combined experience in
the music field. Larry Gaines,
who shares guitar and vocal
chores with Hinchen, began his
music career at age 14, playing at
clubs and parties. Both enjoyed a.
fair amount of exposure in a varie--
ty of other bands but it was not
until 1986 that the two joined
forces with the other members of
Dymonz (pronounced like Dia-
monds) to become a major region-
al musical force.
Gaines has earned a reputation
as having a powerful, aggressive
style of guitar playing that has
created somewhat of a following
that has grown through a series of
Editor's Stand
continued from page 2
Second, we need to keep in
mind that the administration is
not the Judicial System. If we
accuse these people, we lose the
focus of our endeavors. We want
to make lasting changes; we, want
a system that will serve and pro-
tect the COW community well.
Putting people on the defensive,
attempting to get people fired,
slandering administration mem-
bers WILL NOT ACCOMPLISH
THIS!
When I saw all of the central
figures of the Dean of Students'
staff at the Coalition's follow-u- p
meeting (which consequently ran
from the unpleasant time of 9
p.m. on Wednesday evening to
the more unpleasant time of 10:30
pjn. on that same night) to the
French
Continued from page 2
os, asking questions, clarifying
obscurities, and conducting class
involvement. In fact, we rarely
watch video segements longer
than 2 minutes in length without
the professor stopping the video
to ask questions.
In reality the larger part of class
time on a weekly basis is not
spent watching television, as the
student so misleadingly stated, but
rather spent on time where the
students are actively involved in
speaking French and squiring the
valuable oral comprehension need-
ed to communicate in French.
The last misconception entails
the notion of what a liberal arts
education is all about. The stu-
dent feels the college has given
into the pressures to 'entertain'.
Pressures from who? Yale Univer
bands. It wasn't until he joined
the Eletrikk
Sparks, however, that he achieved
semi-nation- al exposure as an
opening act for Conjunction, Gap
Band, Luther Ingram and others.
Chevolkalee Jones-Howar- d,
who has been performing since
age 5, reflects the expert tutelage
she received as a youngster in her
vocal and keyboard prowess.
Having been raised in a gospel
choir, she has deep spirituality in
her vocal delivery. Jones-Howa- rd
is a graduate of Ohio University
and was very active in musical
theater there, appearing in "Hair."
The Cotton Club," The Me No-
body Knows," Madame Butterfly."
"Don't Bother Me I Can't Cope,"
and many more. Jones-Howar- d
also handles choreography for the
band.
The self -- proclaimed solder that
holds the other circuits together is
bassist, keyboardist and chief
sound engineer Ricardo Daion Ho--
paneL I recognized, and believed
in, a concern among these admin-
istration members that goes be-
yond PR. Faculty and administra-
tion dragging themselves from
their off-camp- us homes to be here
to hear campus concerns from 9 to
10:30 p.m. are going beyond PR
into something far better, and far
more useful: honest concern.
We. as a body of students, facul-
ty, and administration combined,
need to stop trying to change
what has already happened, and
rather to focus our attentions on
using the mistakes that have been
made in the past to reevaluate the
system for the future.
WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE. EDITOR
sity? Absurd!
The student has confused the no-
tion of a class designed to enter-
tain if one actually exists with
one which relies on entertaining
aspects to convey the material. If
the student failed to distinguish
one of these aspects from the oth-
er, then that student has missed
the fundamental aspects of the
course. Those aspects are to in-
struct French in a real life setting,
involving real French people, in
casual everyday occurrences. Be-
cause of these various aspects, the
program is in fact entertaining,
but it is by no means "Sesame
Street."
But what about the notion that
the program is inconsistent with
the concepts of a liberal arts edu-
cation? Granted, the course is not
a traditional course, in which one
ward. Howard has done sound en-
gineering for Elvis Costello, Eve-
lyn King and other nationally
known acts.
The band's drummer is Ivan
Ray George. George also calls
himself a computer whizz and says
that musical computers and drum
machines enhance his work more
than that of drummers who don't
really know how to use all the
valuable tools at their disposal.
George has drummed in jazz, rock,
R&B, reggae and funk bands in
the Cleveland area for 20 years.
Together, this conglomeration of
musical talent has achieved a fine-
ly tuned edge in stage presence
and a notable quality playing a
variety of danceable styles of mu-
sic. The band's recording savvy
is matched by an energetic stage
show and an unusually entertain-
ing set. The Homecoming dance
will be held in the Lowry ball-
room Saturday night at 8:00 p.m.
WEEKEND MOVIES
D O A A haggared college
professor clumsily stumbled into a
police station to report a murder.
When the skeptical desk sergeant
questioned him concerning the
identity of the victim, he gasped "I
was". Unknowingly, he had been
poisoned with a fatal, slow acting
toxin and had only 24 hours to
live. Enlisting the help of a naive
co-e-d. he- - soon "finds .that --his
desperate quest for the truth leads
to new enemies and dangers at
every turn. Showings: Friday, 7
p.m.; Saturday, 9:30 p.m.
Shoot to Kill-- In a role tailor-mad- e
for him Poitier stars as a
street-sma- rt detective who also
happens to be a special agent for
the FBI. His hardnosed sense of
justice leads him to a remote
mountain area in the Pacific
Northwest in pursuit of a cold-
blooded killer. No longer on
familiar turf he recruits the help of
an expert trail guide whose
girlfriend is the murderer's hostage.
Showings: Friday 9:30 p.m.;
Saturday 7 p.m.
can do quite well by merely mem-
orizing English equivalents to the
French terms, or by knowing how
to conjugate French verbs while
having little or no sense as to
how the verbs may be used within
the language. For example, one
may know how to conjugate the
French verb 'tomber. and one may
know that it means 'to fall', but
what one may not know is that
one can "tomber sur une dame."
When translated directly, this
means "to fall upon a lady," but,
in reality, it means something
along the lines of "having some
form of contact with someone via
telephone or in person."
This course takes language
learning several steps further to a
level which provides a broader
base of understanding the
by LAURA BARTOS
After arriving at the College of
Wooster on August 24th, I was
unclear as to how I would become
part of the community. I wanted
to become an active participant in
both the student and academic af-
fairs at Wooster. Realizing that
many of the other students choose
not to become involved with SGA
because of the commitment in-
volved, I decided to participate
and become involved with the ad-
ministrative side of the College.
I have found that becoming a
member of the General Assembly
is not only time consuming but I
also have a tremendous responsi-
bility to the students. The goal
of SGA is to communicate effec
sat'' is fac'tion (s& 'is fak'shtfn) .
a source r..eri. )yment.
teach (tech) vk to iiwruct by precept, example, or experience.
. . .they do go together.
Teaching is a career that gives lifetime satisfaction: Teaching in a
private Inriependent school provides you with flexible curricula,
small c'.ujo, motivated students and a supportive community.
Over 5C independent schools, non-prof- it and non-discriminato- ry,
ari looking for people with a firm grounding in the traditional
acade.nic subjects taught in elementary and high school. Crtical
needs exist in math, science, Spanish, French and elementary
" education.
. .
Certiflcmtion is not rrquireiL
IES counsels and refers beginning and experienced teachers to
independent schools nationwide. .
We charge no fees to the applicant.
For mm Application eU w write:
INDEPENDENT EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
20 Nassau Street Princeton, NJ 08542
1-800-2-
57-5102 or (609) 921-619- 5
, An IES recruiter will be on your
career placement office
SUPER
264-714- 4
OPEN LATE
ran
602 E.
Free can off 12
Purchase off Any
one coupon per order.
Name
tively with the college community
and to address the concerns of the
campus. I feel that this service
and commitment is important in
enhancing Wooster. It is our job
to represent the students and to
make the necessary improvements
to the campus both academically
and socially.
I enjoy representing Compton
in these legislative practices and
look forward to making Wooster a
great college. I hope that my in-
volvement will not only improve
my leaderhip qualities, but also
the campus in general. I have
come to realize the importance of
the Student Government Associa-
tion and hope that our actions for
the 1988-8- 9 school year will be
both positive and productive.
campus Oct 10-1- 1, contact your
to schedule an interview.
COWON
iuwmm
Bowman
oz. pop with the
8" (small) K-- D Sub
Ext
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Gandhi speaks to Wooster
by KEVIN WAUGH
- On Monday Oct. 3 at McGaw
Chapel, Arun Gandhi, grandson of
the legendary Mahatma Gandhi,
presented the fourth event in a
series of Wooster Forums directed
to first-ye- ar seminar students.
Gandhi, who spoke about non-
violence and conflict, the topic of
this significant function, greatly
emphasized the nonviolent ap-
proach as the onl true means of
ultimately achieving peace and
unity. He stated, "287 wars have
been fought all over the world and
over 150 million people have
died, as a result. Yet, all the is-
sues are still there; they are mere-
ly suppressed and will again erupt.
We must, instead, settle disputes
through nonviolent means."
Gandhi explained this means as
being "a philosophy or attitude of
life" in which there is an absence
of not only physical violence, but
anger and hatred, as well. In addi-
tion, a genuine understanding
must be present, for "in order to
work together jointly, we must
understand each other to bridge
Safe walk
Continued from page 3
everybody to increase awareness.
These things do happen in little
old Wooster. Yes, it Safewalk is
oriented toward women, but they
are not the only ones that this
sort of thing can happen to."
Safewalk will be promoting the
idea of walking in numbers, which
will entail more than just men
walking women. By having the
sections and clubs on campus ban
together and work as a team, this
project will have a more sturdy
base from which to work and ex-
pand their support. As far as hav-
ing the support of the Administra-
tion. Sylvia Young, the Assistant
Dean of Students, has been
present at all of the preliminary
meetings that ISC and ICC has
had concerning Safewalk.
At this point in time. Rich Al-
len, the President of ISC, said that
they are trying to work out the
legistics for the whole operation
by establishing a home base,
hopefully in Severence Art Build-
ing, and by trying to get the Ad-
ministration to help them get a
phone and a phone number. Allen
said that they hope to send out
pamphlets campus-wid- e with the
telephone number and the times
that services will be offered. Tena-tiv- e
operation times are 9:00 p-- m.
- 1:00 a.m. on weekdays and
10:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. on the
weekends. The service will be of-
fered seven days a week. There
will be a man and a woman on
duty at the office and when some-
one calls, both the man and the
the gaps that exist between us."
This week's Forum speaker also
noted some promotional efforts of
this "philosophy" which was so
prominent during the time of his
grandfather. For instance, pro-
grams exist at several universities
in both the United States and In-
dia where global conflicts are con-
fronted in a nonviolent manner.
Gandhi feels, however, that these
efforts are, "inadequate," since
they see the mere non-us- e of
physical violence as the only in-
tent of the movement Of course,
as was previously mentioned, this
is not the true meaning of nonvi-
olence.
To further differentiate between
nonviolence and violence, Gandhi
cited two particular situations.
First, the continuing struggle be-
tween the Palestinians and Israelis
has shown little effort to ap-
proach the problem in a civilized
manner. Consequently, many peo-
ple from each side have perished
as the conflict continues. Gandhi
stated, "I would certainly not con-
sider this a nonviolent struggle."
. The second example upon which
woman will go and pick up the
caller and walk the person to
wherever it is that he or she may
need to go. Two person teams
were formed because the person
calling will hopefully feel more
comfortable walking with more
than just one other person. Allen
also said that students should re-
member that Security is available
to give them rides to wherever
they may need to go an campus,
they may just have to wait a few
extra minutes until there is an of-
ficer available.
Jacobus and Allen have said that
they would very much appreciate
any suggestions that students may
have in making Safewalk as suc-
cessful as possible. Please send
any suggestions that you may
have to: Paul Jacobus C-18- 97 or
to Rich Allen C-10- 48. It is up
to us as students to help in mak-
ing Safewalk work. Jacobus feels
confident that Safewalk will be
beneficial to the campus. Says Jo-cob- us,
"if we save one person, be
it male or female, from being as-
saulted, itH be worth it." The sec-
tions and clubs want to get this
project off the ground, but they
need campus support to make
Safewalk a true success.
Gandhi spoke occurred in Norway
during World War II. Under the
dictatorial influence of Adolf Hit-
ler, Norweigan teachers were or-
dered by Hitler to teach the way
he saw fit. They refused, and, as a
result, were imprisoned. Yet, they
remained steadfast and, ultimately,
they were freed. Gandhi stated, "if
a nonviolent approach can work
here. I don't see why it can't work
otherwise."
Already noting the great benefit
of a nonviolent altitude, Gandhi
went on to inform the McGaw
Chapel audience on how to be-
come part of this philosophy. He
said, "to achieve peace, we must
begin with ourselves, because the
changing of individual attitudes
can ultimately lead to the chang-
ing of society's attitudes. Then all
social, economic, or political
conflicts can be tackled."
Arun Gandhi, the spreader of his
grandfather's philosophy, summed
up the nonviolent attitude this
way: Try to control hate and an-
ger, understand why people act the
way they do, and work for posi-
tive action."
SA.B. ANNOUNCEMENT
By Public Relations Committee.
Films
"DOA" plays Friday at 7:00 pjn.
and Saturday at 9:30 p.m. "Shoot
To Kill" plays Friday at 9:30 pm.
and Saturday at 7:00 p.m.
Ichabod's
Friday. Oct. 7. 11:00 p.m. to
2:00 am. DJ. Vivek Batra.
Spotlight Showcase
Friday, Oct. 7. Singer Rob Carson
along with his band will perform
from 8:30 p.m. to 11:30 p.m.
Rob plays Stevie Wonder, Luther
Veandross, Top 40 and Urban-Contempora- ry
kind of music.
Lowry Center Art Exhibit
Painting & Sculpture by Malinda
and Heemgmacht, Lowry Center
Art Wall, Sunday, Oct.9 through
Oct. 29.
Pit Flicks
Thursday, Oct. 13, Lowry Center
Pit during dinner.
For the HOMECOMING WEEKEND
events please read the article on
HOMECOMING WEEKEND.
S.AJB. brings you excitement and
diversity on the campus.
Arun Gandhi
Internet coordinates organizations
by YALMAN ONARAN
A new organization named Inter-
net has been formed recently by
campus organizations whose pur-
poses are international or interra-
cial understanding. Holding ISA.
BSA. International Relations De-
partment, Office of International
Student Affairs, Amnesty Interna-
tional, SPA. BWO, Dream House,
Dene House, Shanti House and
Calcei House in its body. Internet
is planning to organize multi-grou- p
activities for the purpose of
educating the campus community
in international and interracial is-
sues more effectively.
Trond Peers en, elected to chair
this new group, who was also the
founder, staled that the large di-
versity of student organizations
if
OanStefaniuk
focusing on these two issues
showed the importance Wooster
students place on these issues and
that a better co-ordinati- on and co-
operation would give better re-
sults.
The first step Internet is plan-
ning to take is an introduction of
student organizations focusing on
international and interracial issues
to the first-ye- ar students because
of the similarity between their
seminar topic. Communities in
Conflict, and the purposes of
these groups.
The Executive Committee of In-
ternet, which consists of presi-
dents or representatives of the
groups mentioned above, will be
meeting once a month to discuss
common issues and concerns any
of the groups might have.
FREE TICKETS
EDWARD SAID LECTURE
Monday, October 24, 7:30 p.m.
First-ye- ar Seminar Classes will receive
them their seminars.
All other students, faculty, and staff may
pick them up from Lowry Center Desk
beginning October 10.
Tickets will be made available to the
general public on October 17.
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French department holds immersion workshop
by TOM TURRIFF
This past weekend, the French
Department sponsored a workshop
on controlled immersion, a teach-
ing method for foreign languages
employed by the French in Action
system. The workshop featured
Pierre J. Capretz and Beatrice
Abetti of Yale University, creators
of the French in Action method.
The workshop was attended by
teachers from high schools, col-
leges, and universities from all
over the Midwest. The workshop
kicked last Friday off with a re-
ception and dinner for Capretz and
Abetti at the Wooster Inn. Some
French classes were even fortunate
enough to have Capretz and Abetti
come in to lead their classes on
Friday. Says student Scott
Erholm, "It was very interesting
to see le profess cur' in our class-
room, conducting our class."
Erholm's implication of le profes-seu- r'
goes back to the fact that
Capretz is le professeur' on the
videotapes for French in Action .
Saturday's activities commenced
with a sample class and explana-
tion of how to use the French in
Action method, led by Capretz
National
Continued from page 3
living arrangements when the vic-
tim and the accused live in the
same housing.
--Institute mandatory, campus-wid- e
educational programs on sex-
ual assault for students, faculty,
and staff.
--Provide support services for
victims, including immediate med-
ical treatment and counseling, and
develop procedures for how col-
lege personnel should respond to
victim reports.
Abarbanel added that "the conse-
quences of not implementing
widespread changes are potentially
enormous. Without new policies
and programs, victims will not
come forward to receive the help
they need to recover from their
trauma; most assailants will not
be brought to justice; and campus
rape will continue to escalate.
The Rape Treatment Center of
Santa Monica Hospital was esta-
blished in 1974 and has provided
professional treatment to over
9.000 sexual assault victims and
their families. The Center has
been instrumental in effecting leg-
islative and administrative chang-
es to enhance victims' rights and
prosecution of offenders. In
1980, the Rape Treatment Center
led the successful effort to remove
the victim resistance standard
from the California rape laws.
and Abetti themselves. Capretz
told the audience how to success-
fully integrate the videotapes, au-
dio Upes, textbook, workbooks,
and instructor's guides. He ex-
plained the purpose of each of the
learning components and suggest-
ed several ways in which to use
each. Abetti led the second half
of the session, leading a sample
class Lecon 25. She showed
how to use both the teleplay and
pedagogical sections of the video-
tape effectively when teaching a
class.
After Capretz's and Abetti's ses-
sion, prospective future teachers
of French in Action split up into
small groups which were led by
present users of the method. The
group leaders asked questions
about and discussed several as-
pects of the method.
The first afternoon session was
a panel of students, currently or
- formerly in the method, moderated
by Professor Carolyn Durham.
Teachers asked questions of the
students which ranged from the ef-
fectiveness of the method to lo-
gistical problems of the method
to the students' reasons for taking
the course.
The second afternoon session x
Students for Peace Through Action
SPA will be providing a nonvio-
lence training on Wednesday. Oc-
tober 12, 6-- 10 p.m. at the West-
minster Church House. This train-
ing is designed to prepare those
who are planning to go to the
March on Washington, October
17; to protest further criminal
military aid to EI Salvador for the
killing of innocent people.
During a nonviolence training
session, the theory of nonvio-
lence will be fully explained, ena-
bling protesters to understand ex--
Music Announcement
On Sunday. November 6, the Wooster Symphony
Orchestra will present An
Music. Hiehlightline the
Brian Dykstra's interpretation of Rhapsody in Blue,
George Gershwin's famous work for solo piano and
orchestra. The program will also include songs from
the opera Porgy and Bess,
Lee.
Every C.O.W. student is entitled to one
complimentary ticket to this performance, which is a
fund-raisin- g event for the symphony. These
complimentary tickets are available today and
tomorrow, 10 a.m. to 7
Beginning Monday, October
wish to obtain a ticket must pay the regular student
admission charge of $2.
was an audio-visu- al panel which
presented many of the interesting
and distressing technological ad-
justments needed to implement a
French in Action program on a
large scale. The discussion ranged
from copying and licensing rights
to basic equipment costs.
The workshop was capped off
with a panel on different methods
of student evaluation. The panel
of teachers using the method field-
ed questions about day-to-d- ay cor-
rection of the students in class,
midterm and final exams, weekly
and pop quizzes, as well as ques-
tions of high school language
placement into the program. Each
of the teachers on the panel used
different techniques of student
evaluation; they offered many dif-
ferent options to prospective fu-
ture users of the method.
Professor Carolyn Durham, who
was very mstumental in bringing
the French in Action program to
Wooster, said, "it was a great
pleasure to have 96 members of
high school and college faculties
on our campus to discuss the
many different ways of imple-
menting this exciting new
actly --what consitutes nonviolent
protest. The group will also par-
ticipate in role playing so that
nonviolent action may be prac-
ticed with success.
This training is absolutely essen-
tial for those who plan to partici-
pate in nonviolent civil disobedi-
ence by getting arrested. It is
also highly recommended for
those who plan to attend the legal
demonstration only. Anyone in-
terested in justice for humanity
should come.
Evening of Popular American
evening will be Professor
featuring contralto Frjeda
p.m. at Lowry , Center desk.
10, C.O.W. students who
Back I
Talk
by SHELLEY
PEARS ALL
Freshmen II A 1
'
j L-- nii -- '
FRESHMEN. FRESHMEN.
FRESHMEN.
There. I said it again after all.
my column IS called BACK-TALK- ...
This is a sequel to my
last article "Freshmen I" - but not
because I like sequels. I don't. In
fact, I have nightmares about sit-
ting at this desk, still writing on
th --subject of 'freshmen' in Janu-
ary. I can see the future titles:
"Freshmen XXX," "Freshmen:
The Debate Continues,"
"Freshmen: The Final Debate."
"Freshmen: The Last Final De-
bate." "Freshmen: The Very Last
and Very Final Debate..." It could
get a little silly. So. this is it
for 'freshmen', and in my October
14 column, I will write about
something which has NOTHING
AT ALL TO DO WITH LANGUAGE
- SEXIST OR OTHERWISE... per-
haps pumpkin-carvin- g or turkey
shoots.
On the subject of the word
'freshmen', however, a verbal bat-
tleground seems to have been
created with 'freshmen and 'first-ye- ar
fighting for supremacy as
people argue about implicit and
explicit connotations, synonyms
and sexist implications. A little
conflict never hurt, but things
may be getting out of hand.
Since the word 'man' is the pri-
mary point of dispute ' does it re-
fer only to those of the male gen-
der or could it include everyone
generally classified under the ge-n- us
Homo sapiens?. I decided to
consult Webster...
Back in Old English Times the
time of wicked landlords and
thatched huts and people named
Thor and Hildegarde, it seems
that the word 'man did refer to
ALL people. However, back in
those dark ages . before Spell-Chec- k,
those who could spell
spelled it 'maim'. So, being his-
torically accurate, we could call a
student a 'freshmann' without be-
ing sexist Freshmannnnnnnnn.
It has a nice little hum would
work really well with a mouthful
of peanut butter.
The ancient Greeks also had a
version of 'men', although Web-
ster discredits mem as the origina-
tors of our current word. Menos.
in Greek, did not mean 'men' the
gender, it meant spirit and mind --
no mention of which gender's
spirit and mind, so it would not
be an objectionable term. Thus,
we could be unhistoricalhy accurate
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and call students 'freshmenos.
Unfortunately, that sounds like a
seafood platter to me. Filet of
freshmenos77?777
To keep from abandoning the
word 'freshmen' altogether and
please everyone, there are a few
other adaptations we could try:
Freshkin: a nice anthropolog-
ical term, but perhaps too remi-
niscent of the little people in
Wizard of Oz.
Freshfolk: I like this homey
word, but it does bring to mind
John Denver and would probably
fit better in "Take Me Home
Country Roads"
Freshsouls: Too Biblical - only
appropriate for addressing stu-
dents before, say, parting the Red
Sea.
Perhaps, for variety, the whole
freshmen, sophomore, junior, sen-
ior classifications should be dis-
carded and replaced with someth-
ing completely new.-- , Here the--Engli-sh
might be able to help us
out since they've been doing this
title' thing for hundreds of years.
Borrowing from die English sys-
tem: freshmen could be called vis-countsvicountesses...i- magine
,
how ego-enhanci- ng that would
be. ..sophomores would be earls
countesses, juniors would be mar-quismarchion- ess'
and seniors,
dukes and duchesses. Since
Kauke has towers, battlements,
arches - and in rainy March, a
moat - it would just seem fitting
to have dukes and marquis and
countesses and earls running
around.
For those nationalistic people
who object to wholesale borrow-
ing from the English, military
academy ranks would work just as
well High school graduates could
enter college as "plebes" no sex-
ism there and move up to the
rank of "cadet". Or, we could
borrow Army ranks and begin col-
lege as a private, then move up to
sergeant... captain, and seniors
would be colonels. I guess any
fifth year student could be a gene-
ral. Leave out the saluting bit.
As a last resort, we could ditch
ANY ATTEMPT at rationality and
coherence and just pull a word out
of the dictionary to replace
'freshmen. My copy of Webster's
opened to 'wandoo' - pronounced
'wan-du- e. Definition: a type of
Australian tree. The dictionary
Continued to page 8
Page
Lights
Continued to page 3
cal year, so any changes to be
made must be taken care of in the
new budget," according to Wis-niews- ki.
The College's Physical Plant is
responsible for the purchase, con-
structing, and maintenence of all
lighting fixtures. Currently 13
new lights are being added to the
campus, according to Fred Horst,
Supervisor of the Electric Shop.
The holes for these lamps can be
seen around campus this week as
the electricians begin the work to
place the lights. Other lighting
fixtures on buildings are also be-
ing replaced or added, according to
Horst.
Horst says that he is working
on a long range plan to improve
the lighting on campus. He says
he has toured the campus himself
to check the lighting, and has the
goal of lighting it "better than it
is." Horst hopes to add more
lights next summer.
During the "lighting walk." the
Scrutiny
Continued from page 3
accuser verifies the hearing date,
explains the charges and possible
pleas, and if necessary, reviews
the procedures of the judicial
board. The counselor for the ac-
cused does all of the above and in
addition informs him or her of the
nature of evidence on which the
charges are based.
The hearing itself is closed.
Witnesses may be asked to testi-
fy, though no character witnesses
are permitted. Once the trial is
completed the judical board delib-
erates and votes on the charge. If
there is more than one charge,
each charge is voted on separately
and the voting is done by secret
ballot. The Board then decides
on a punishment, if any. A let-
ter will be sent to both the ac-
cused and the accuser within 48
hours. The accused has the right
to be informed first, and then as
expediently as possible, the ac-
cuser is also informed. These let-
ters will include the decision and
an explanation of them.
The punishments range from a
work penalty to removal from col-
lege housing to expulsion. Other
punishments include recorded dis--
group touring the campus, made
up of Wisniewski. Sylvia Young,
Assistant Dean of Students, Carl
J.Yund. Chief of Security. Amy E.
Felix, a representative from the
Student Government Association,
and Elizabeth A. Laverdiere. a stu-
dent, found various problems.
Some examples are dark areas and
burned out lights.
There was concern about a dark
area behind G alp in. the stairs
leading to the parking lot behind
Lowry Center and the stairs on the
east side of Lowry. A comer of
the Douglas Hall parking lot, and
the stairs leading to the back of
Stevenson Hall are other areas
where darkness was found to be a
problem.The lights in the parking
lot located across from Compton
and Wagner Halls were found to be
the best on campus.
The group discovered eight
burned out lights. Chief Yund em-
phasized that students may call
Security if burned out lights are
not fixed quickly. Horst says that
he has received Wisniewski's re-
port and the electricians began on
Wednesday to replace the burned
out lights.
iplinary probation and conduct
probation. Conduct probation
goes on a student's personal file
but does not involve a punish-
ment. Recorded d is iplinary pro-
bation appears in a student's per-
sonal file and involves a proba-
tion of 1 to 2 semesters. The
penalty requires a loss of prive-ledge- s.
The person may lose the
ability to hold office in college
charted or sponsored organiza-
tions and commitees, or to repre-
sent the college in such official
activities as athletics. music or
dramatics.
A student found guilty by the jur
dicial board or a Dean's hearing
may appeal that decision. He or
she must have one of three rea-
sons for appealing: a procedural
flaw, additional information per-
taining to the case, or a feeling
that the punishment is too harsh.
Back Talk
Continued from page 7
didn't specify whether it was a
male or female tree, so I would as-
sume iu both. Perfect - it's inclu-
sive.
Wandoo. Sophomore. Junior.
Senior. Not too bad. The plural
might be a little tricky, though.
Wandoos? Wandees? Wandettes?
I GIVE UP...
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SYNOPSIS
by DAVID WIGHAM AND JEFF
BAAB
It's 1972. Charlie Schlatter
plays a young boy from a small
town near Cleveland who decides
to kidnap Elvis Presley in order to
cheer up his . depressed mother.
Elvis stays to bolster the family
and rediscovers his rock 'n' roll
roots in the process. David - "An
Officer and a Gentleman" - Keith
plays Elvis while Tuesday - "The
Parent Trap" - Weld is the mother.
The film is "Heartbreak Hotel."
D.W.: Elvis is. alive and well in
Wooster, Ohio, and he's at the
Lyric Twin Cinema. The only
thing missing from this cornball
flick is a cameo appearance by
Jim Morrison. One must ask if
writerdirector Chris Columbus has
stumbled into debauchery or if he
is employing a twisted form of
sublime humor? In this movie,
Elvis plays 'mystery date. Elvis
mows the lawn, oh, and he paints
a motel in one day. Please stop,
I'm sorry I ever laughed at "Viva
Las Vegas!"
J.B.: This-fil- m is" so bad,itis?
hilarious. " Heartbreak Hotel" be-
longs in the same category as
"Attack of the Giant Blood Suck-
ing Leeches," "Plan 9 from Outer
Space," and "Attack of the Killer
Tomatoes." You have to ask
Adler to speak in Gault Recital Hall
by MARK WEAVER
PROF. OF POLITICAL SCIENCE
Samual H. Adler, this year's Phi
Beu Kappa visiting scholar, will
speak on the topic. The Educated
Person Versus the Fine ArU," on
Monday, October 10 at 8:30 p.m.
in the Gault Recital HalL Scheide
Music Center. His lecture is open
to the public.
Professor Adler's topic will ad-
dress the question: Why is it
that, though the number of col-
lege graduates increases year after
year, the attendance at cultural
events has reached a peak and is
declining? With the concerns of
present college students often
compared with those of the '50s,
the fine arts receive mostly lip
service rather than focused atten-
tion. What can the fine arts con-
tribute to the quality of life of to-
day's educated person?
Professor Adler has been profes-
sor of Composition at the East-
man School of Music since 1966
and is currently chair of the de-
partment. In 1984 he was chosen
yourself what Chris - "Adventures
in Babysitting" - Columbus was
trying to do in this film.
D.W.: This film is the antithe-
sis of Priscilla Presley's, "Elvis
and Me." With the cooperation of
the Elvis estate, this feature
shows Elvis as a happy man with
strong morals and no drug or
weight problems. This portrayal
seemed to fit in with the rest of
the movie, in that it is a strange,
surrealistic joke. Elvis is an icon
of wholesomencss, but the movie
has as much credibility as Lucy De
Barbin's book. Are Yon Lonely
Tonight? Remember this book.
Elvis fans?
J.B.: The film is strangely
surreal? Cmon Dave, I took this
film as a serious attempt, almost a
homage to Elvis. The only thing
Columbus succeeds in doing is
making fun of someone he was
trying to immortalize. David
Keith is incredibly miscast as El-
vis. There are hundreds of people
who look closer to Elvis than he
does. When I saw Keith as Elvis
for the first time, I wanted to
burst out laughing.
D.W.: Jeff, the film is a self-admitt- ed
fable about the King.
That means it is pure fantasy.
Give David Keith some mutton-chop- s
and white-leath- er jumpsuit.
a Mentor of the University of Ro-
chester. Founder and conductor of
the Seventh Army Symphony Or-
chestra, he has appeared as a con-
ductor with major orchestras both
in the U.S. and abroad. His music
comprises some 275 works: ope-
ras, symphonies, string quartets,
concert and orchestral works,
chamber and choral music, and
songs, which have been performed
by leading orchestras, among
them the New York Philharmonic,
Chicago Symphony. Philadelphia
Orchestra, Dallas Symphony, Bos-
ton Pops, and the Houston Sym-
phony.
Professor Adler is the author of
Choral Conducting an antholo-
gy, Sight-Singin- g, and The Study
of Orchestration, which received
the Deems Taylor Award in 1983.
His other prizes include the
Charles Ives Award and the Lillian
Fairchild Award. In 1984, he was
appointed Honorary Professorial
Fellow of the University College
in Cardiff. Wales, and he was
awarded a Guggenheim Fellow-
ship. He has received commis
radtbber 7, 1988
Heartbreak
Hotel
Now insert Tuesday Weld in a soft
focus. What you get are some
good individual performances
mired in a low budget longs hot at
a cult classic.
J.B.: One of the problems with
this film is the opening disclaim-
er. Warning an audience that a
film is a work of fiction is like
warning someone that they will
see paintings at a museum. The
'Elvis Philosophy' discussed in
the movie is as watered down by
the disclaimer. It says that if you
live a moral life, only good
things will happen to you. The
film even gives the audience a les-
son in rock and roll philosophy
that is entirely out of place in
the film. The film's message does
not fit today's lifestyles.
D.W.: Don't get philosophic on
me now, Jeff. Saying bad things
about the King is considered blas-
phemy by an entire generation.
Besides, Elvis might be reading
this column!
J.B.: Elvis is dead, Dave, he has
left the building.
Grade: D.W.: C ... J.B.: C--
" Heartbreak Hotel" is currently
playing at the Lyric Twin Cinema
at 7:30 and 9:30 p.m. daily.
Monday night is College I.D.
Night. Admission is $2.50 with a
college I.D.
sions and grants from the Nation-
al Endowment for the Arts, the
Ford and Rockefeller Foundations,
and many other orchestras and
foundations.
The "L"
word
What's the real "L" word?
LEADERSHIP. If you are a junior
or senior you should investigate
participating in Wooster's distinc-
tive program. Leadership and Lib-
eral Learning. There are 15 spac-
es available in the class. These
will be filled by application only.
Applications are due by Friday,
October 14. For further informa-
tion see Professor Holliday Kauke
209. ext. 2488 or Nancy Harma
Rose Room oT Andrews Library,
ext. 2387.
October 7, 1988--
Salfi takes strides in Spanish
by KIM DOUGLASS
These papers really started as.
assingments for a class," says
senior Mark Salfi, as he describes
the papers he has recently
delivered at two academic confer-
ences during the past year. Salfi is
a Spanish major from Hatboro,
Pennsylvania, who, after spending
the second semester of his sopho-
more year in Spain, proceeded to
write several high quality essays
on various pieces of Spanish
ature which he later presented at
foreign language conferences un-
der the guidance of his professors.
The first conference Salfi attend-
ed was the 14th International
Congress of Latin American Stud-
ies Association at New Orleans in
March. Here Salfi presented a pa-
per which analyzed a key female
character from the novel Ardiente
Paciencia by Antonio Skarmeta, .
the Chilean nobel prize winner. "I
studied the use of language and
power in the book, showing how
authors in general downplay wom-
en and describe men poetically
and give them more power." Ac-
cording to Salfi, the paper was
originally written for a class enti-
tled Contemporary American Nov-
els and . taught by Mary Addis.
"She liked my ideas in the paper,
so we collaborated in making it
presentable, and then I gave it in
New Orleans." ' "Ji'.-- H .- -:
Salfi seems to feel that his ex-- ,
perience in New Orleans was a
worthwhile one. Td never been to
New Orleans before, so it was ex-
citing. At the conference, anyth-
ing from the Latin American cul-
ture could be discussed, not sim-
ply the literature. The professors
would critique one another's pa-
pers as they did mine, to help in
working towards its publication. I
met some very interesting people.
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like one woman who I used in my
Junior I.S."
The second conference Salfi at-
tended was the Pennsylvania For-
eign Language Conference at Du-ques- ne
University in Pittsburgh,
from September 16-1- 7. "People
came from all over the country,
and unlike the conference in New
Orleans, many languages were rep-
resented."" The paper Salfi pre-
sented was an adaption of his Jun-
ior I.S.. which is a study of the
character Susana in Juan Rulfo's
novel, Pedro Paramo, and which is
entitled, "Trapped Between Two
Worlds; Susana San Juan and the
Subconscious." "I analyzed the
character at every angle, for she is
insane. I basically set out to
prove without a doubt that she
was a victim of incest. I interpret-
ed her character as perhaps Freud
and Jung would have."
Salfi found that at both confer-
ences, few, if any other undergrad-
uate students were speakers.
"There were mostly doctors who
spoke, and one graduate student
that I knew of. I'm sure that some
of them wanted to leave when
they saw an undergraduate was go-
ing to speak!"
Salfi is unsure as to whether or
not he will be participating in
any more conferences. "There is a
symposium here at Wooster in
April on the Spanish writer Anto-
nio Machado, and while I know I
won't be giving any papers, I will
help out." Salfi feels, however,
that his attending these conferenc-
es will definitely help him in
reaching his future goals. "At
some point I want to go graduate
school, and maybe get a PhD and
become a professor. Having these
conferences on my record will
hopefully give me an advantage
when applying to graduate
school." -
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Mohawk Indian Chief Jake Swamp
performs ceremony at Wooster
by AMY HOLLANDER
Jake Swamp, chief of the Mo-
hawk Indian Nation, will visit the
College of Wooster from October
9-1- 1. Swamp will perform a Tree
Planting Ceremony Monday at 2
p.m. at the southwest corner of
Severance Art Building and will
lecture that evening at 7:30 p.m.
in the Lean Lecture Room in Wi-sha- rt
Hall. Both events are free
of charge and open to the public
The planting of the white pine
tree is symbolic in Mohawk Indi-
an tradition. All the weapons of
war are thrown into a hole where
the tree is planted, beginning a
time of peace. The tree remains
as an affirmation of life.
Chief Swamp has performed mis
ritual all over the world including
numerous universities. He planted
trees in Washington, D.C.and on
the state capitol grounds in Alba-
ny symbolizing a desire for peace
.between the whites and Indians.
He will perfrom the ceremony in
Australia next month.
"Why the Anglo-Americ- an com-
munity misunderstands the Native
American community" will be the
topic of discussion at the lecture.
Preparations
stir campus
Continued from page 1
Enthusiasm over the Oberlin-Woost- er
game, which is to be one
of the main features of the day,
is being: roused by a pep meeting
on Friday evening. As a special
feature of the game, there will be
a cross-count- ry race. The usual
bonfire Saturday evening: will give
Swamp was chosen by the Mo-
hawk people to speak around the
world as their representative and
he is a sought after speaker. The
Mohawks , considered to be an in-
dependent nation belonging to the
Iroquis League, live in the north-
east comer of New York State.
At a panel discussion Tuesday
morning at 9:30 a.m. first-ye-ar
students will be able to question
Jake Swamp. His appearance at
the college is being sponsored by
the first-ye-ar seminar program
upon the suggestion of Relgious
Studies Professor Thomas Raitt.
Professor Raitt describes Swamp
as a "traditionalist" who is trying
to reestablish the orginal lifestyle
of the Indians. Raitt talked with
Chief Swamp during a visit to the
Mohawk nation last April. Raitt
describes this group of traditional-
ists as militants and compares
their actions to the civil rights
activists of the 1960's. "He won't
do anything to acknowledge sove-
reignty of the U.S." over him,"
Raitt stated about Swamp. The In-
dians maintain the right of sove-
reignty of the Mokawk Nation yet
they acknowledge the neccessity
of interaction with the white corn- -
faculty and the Student Senate
and their decision is expected to
a finishing touch to the athletic
events of the day.
The Alumni office reports plans
for a reception of the visiting
alumni and their friends. It will
be held in Douglass Hall after the
game.
The climax of the day's pro-
gram comes with the production
of A. A. Milne's "The Romantic
Age." The play is sponsored by'
the Student Senate and will be
given Friday and Saturday nights
at the Opera House. The cast is
Far
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munity.
The Mohawk Indians, however
are not united in their views. The
traditionalists call Indians with
opposing views "apple Indians"
which Raitt describes as red on
the outside but white on the in-
side. According to Raitt, the
Mohawks are "fighting a losing
battle with the whites and now
with themselves."
"In many ways. Native Ameri-
cans are misunderstood by the An-
glo society. Many people luve a
strangely distorted view of Native
Americans." states Raitt. Chief
Swamp lectures in the interest of
increasing public awareness. He
has taken the cause of the the
American Indians to numerous tmi-versi- tes
and before the United Na-
tions in Geneva and New York
City.
The Tree of Peace Movement
was initiated by Swamp in 1982
to promote peace and understand-
ing between the Native American
and Anglo-Amerci- an communities.
"I decided to do something sym-
bolic which would address die
peace we wanted for the whole
world," says Swamp .
headed by Helen Stern in the role
of Helisande Knowle, who ' la k a
very romantic young lady. Oppo-
site Meli&ande is Gervaise Mal-lor-y,
played by Iran Steiner. The
parents of the beautiful heroine
are George Buggy and Jean Welty.
The rest of the east includes Helen
Arnold, Lynn Hutchison, Harriet
Taylor, Balph Mead, and Bill Kep-
ler. The tlav is betas? directed by
Mrs. Williamson. "The Romantic
Aire" has an Interesting' plot,
clever characterization, and will
afford a fitting conclusion of
Home-comin- g Day. ; , '
Dymonz - v.
Continued from page 1
with musical entertainment pro-
vided by the live band Dymonz."- -
After rocking the campus at the
I.S. celebrations of 1988. Dy--
monz was asked to return for ..
Homecoming. Everyone is invit--; '.
ed to this "past-meeu-pres- ent af-- .
'fair.
The newest event organized by .
S.AB. is the Women's Flag Foot-
ball Game. This will take place
in the Quad, on Sunday Oct. 9. at
1:00 pjn. The game should prove
to display fierce competition as -- .
Wooster Women compete for the
First-annu- al "Mud Bowl Crown.";
The first and second-ye- ar women
will challenge the third and
fourth-ye- ar women in what should
be a very tough athletic contest. --
So there it is!! The 70th Anni-
versary of Homecoming at Woost- - '
er. So don't forget to join in the --
fun in making this weekend the
best Homecoming ever. Remem-
ber its all for you from SAB. '
ATHLETIC
COAST
NORTH ports
CONFERENCE
Mtfgftn Ut ,..)? J .;-- -. ,
First-yea- r student Aimee Zedlitz, 34, opened the second half
the help of team mate Gabl Thoren's diversion of the goalie.
Men's soccer ties
by PETE "I'm the Goalie" MACK
From the second the whistle
blew, it became quite apparent
that both teams had come to play
hard. The man with the ball was
constantly hounded by the oppos-
ing team and every loose ball was
quickly pounced upon by both
teams. Offensively, the Scots had
a hard time generating scoring
opportunities but, nevertheless,
they kept a stingy Ohio Wesleyan
defense on their toes. Wooster did
have a few chances to score but
the Bishops from Wesleyan quick-
ly shut them down; displaying
one reason for their number two
ranking in the nation.
What the Scots didn't do on of-
fense,' they more than made up for
on defense, using every bit of en-
ergy to keep powerful Ohio Wes-
leyan off the scoreboard. The one
word that best summed up Woost-
er's defensive play was stellar.
The Scot defense, anchored in the
back by David Scruggs and Kirk
Neureiter, played as if it was pos-
sessed. On the left side it was
Chris "I'm falling" David who
played a fantastic game in shut-
ting down OWU's speedy right
wing. On the right side it was Ted
"you're a God" Merkel who com-
pletely battered one of the
league's top scorers. In the mid-
dle, the always relaxed and casual
David Scruggs tried something
new for a change and headed quite
a few dangerous balls out of Wes-
ley an"s scoring range. In the mean
time. Kirk "it's good to have you
back" Neureiter, who may be the
most dangerous man in the sport
today, ate OWU's mid-fiel- d for
lunch and earned himself the title
of NCAC player of the week.
Thanks to them and the defensive
gjffort and poise the rest of the
Scot soccer team displayed, I
didn't have to do much but sit
back, give moral support and
laugh at the other team when they
kicked the ball ten feet over the
crossbar. I also thank the ever-faithf- ul
David Lake who sat be-
hind the goal and assisted me with
this task.
The game finished in a 0-- 0 tie
and everyone cheered.. .except
Ohio Wesleyan. In 110 minutes of
play, Wooster had turned their
season around and joined an elite
group by becoming only the third
team in 32 games to hold one of
the nations best ball clubs score-
less. Because of all the effort.
Lisa Walsh
by scoring a goal, with
O. W.
sweat, pain, and courage put forth
by the Fighting Scots, an NCAC
championship and a post-seaso- n
play-of- f bid are now very real
possibilities.
Since the Ohio Wesleyan game,
the Scots have shutout Ohio
Northern and Allegheny by scores
pf 5-- 0 and 1-- 0, respectively, leav-
ing then 2 shutouts away from ty-
ing the all-ti- me record. In the
ONU game. Chuck Crawford and
Ian Bands led the way with two
goals apiece, while Adam Brewer
put the icing on the cake by ad-
ding the final goal. In the Allegh-
eny game, it was Ian Bands, as
usual, who came through in the
clutch by scoring Wooster's only
goal in what was a lackluster per-
formance.
By the time you read this article
we will hopefully have pummelcd
Denison and will have our sights
set on beating Wilmington(One of
the nation's topNAIA teams) as a
homecoming welcome for the
alumni. The rest of the team as
well as myself thank you for all
your fan support. It does make a
difference.
Lastly is a quote which I'm sure
would have come out of Coach
Nye's mouth had I asked him his
Allegheny College
Case Western Reserve University
College of Wooster
Denison University
Kenyon College
Oberlin College
Ohio Wesleyan University
Field Hockey
gains two ties
by KATHY OSTA
The women's field hockey team
played two home games this past
week and came -- up with two hard-foug- ht
ties against Kenyon and
Wittenberg, respectively. The first
half of the Kenyon game last Sat-
urday ended scoreless but both
teams erupted in the second half
for two goals apiece to send the
game into two overtimes before
being declared a tie.
Amy Zedlitz opened the second
half by scoring a goal with the
help of teammate Gabi Thoren's
diversion of the goalie. Shortly
following this goal, Kenyon man-
aged to score during what senior
Nancy Walther called "a defensive
lapse."
The action continued as Wooster
rallied with Zedlitz scoring on a
penalty corner but Kenyon
bounced right, back tq. tie the
score with eight minutes remain-
ing in regulation play. Two ten
.V
7, CHUCK CRAWFORD,
thoughts about the past, present,
and future of our team. "I think
this ball club's through dink in'
minute overtimes followed but
neither the Lady Scots nor Ken-
yon could muster another goal.
The game was dissappointing be-
cause we dominated the whole
time", said junior Beth Gribben
after the contest.
On Wednesday, the team
hosted a talented squad from Wit-
tenberg but was again sent home
with a disheartening tie despite
being very well prepared. Wooster
maintained a strong offensive at-
tack the entire game and their ef-
forts payed off when junior Jen
Dugan scored on a penalty corner
shot with only three minutes left
in the game. Immediately follow-
ing Wooster's goal, Wittenberg
returned the favor to end the Lady
Scot's hopes of coming home
with a victory. They just should
not have scored. Wc made one
mistake," said sophomore Anne
Daucherty. That one mistake cost
Wooster the win that they needed
so much.
U
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DanStefankik
blocks Ohio Wesleyan player.
around. We're real, we're quality,
we're now."
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Men's cross-count- ry endures rough meetSo the
way I
see it:
by C.J. MITCHELL i
1 t - i i
What is
a sport?
I recently had an argument with
a friend about the definition of a
sport (Name withheld because he
can squash me like a grape!). It all
started with his absurd comment
that Track was not a sport. And it
got me to thinking. He said that
an activity can only be a sport if
the player can actively, physical-
ly prevent his opponent from vic-
tory. Yea right. That excludes
many "sports". Besides Swimming
and Track, sports like Golf. Ten-
nis and Volleyball arc left out.
How can that be?
After watching the Olympics
and seeing all those "sports," I
began to wonder about some of
the Olympic events. I can't stand
the fact that Ping-Pon- g is an
Olympic sport and Tennis was just
an exhibition. Ping-pon- g is just
something! that you play in the
basement when you're really really
bored. Maybe Bumper Pool should
be an Olympic event as well.
Women's cross-countr- y runs
"see what you can do.." meet
by SHADE WHITES EL
The Womens' Cross-Count- ry
team used last Saturday's meet at
Tri-Sta- te University in Angola,
Indiana as a no pressure, "see
what you can do" opportunity.
Three of the top runners did not
compete due to nagging injuries
and a need for a rest. The other
seven runners showed they were
not to be taken lightly and fi-
nished sixth out of the fourteen
teams, which included strong com-
petition like Hope. Mount Union
and Kalamazoo College.
Sue Louis ran a great race,
placing 24th. overall with a time
of 20:33. Kristy Bender raced to
a time of 20:55 and finished
32nd. overall. Also running very
The Equestrian events get under
my skin as well. You know when
these jockeys jump horses over
huge scenic obstacles and the
commentators say "Jolly good
show" or "Bloody bad luck,,
chap". The horses do more work
than the riders. Give me a break.
Archery and Shooting competi-
tions are ridiculous. You don't
even sweat. If they can be allowed
as events then Golf should be an
Olympic sport and why not? At
least, those guys sweat. And if
you don't want to sweat. Bowling
can be added, instead.
So after watching the Olympics
I still didn't really have a defini-
tion for what a "sport" is. I think
you have to sweat and there has to
be an opponent nearby. There
can't be any animal assistance.
This includes just about everyth-
ing, so I decided to look at the
Webster's definition: Sport: 1.
Any recreational activity specifi-cl- y
a game requiring bodily exer-certio- a.
The 'way I "see 'it is 'that T
don't have a clue about what a
sport is and neither does anybody
else.
competively, Netty Link placed
40th. in 21:33. Amy Thayer fi-
nished strong in 64th place with a
time of 23:01 and Shade Whitesel
followed in 23:16 in 69th. place
to complete the first five for the
team.
Beth Toole ran a smart race
to finish 72nd. and Chris Lyon
improved her time to finish 89th.5
"The women did pretty
well; they benefited from another
opportunity to go out and com-
pete," said head coach Craig Pen-
ney. "We have a big challenge
ahead of us to defend our title of
conference champs but then, that's
history. This year we have a
whole new group of people and we
have to learn to win again."
by SHADE WHTTESEL
More than half the Mens' Cross-
country team took a much needed
rest last Saturday. October 1. leav-
ing five runners to compete at the
Tri-Sta- te Invitational in Indiana.
Running against strong competi-
tive teams like Hope, Albion,
Goshen, and Alma College, "the
men came away a little down-
hearted," said Craig Penny,
Cyclists go from
by JONSCHULER
Over the weekend of September
25, two members of the Wooster
Cycling Club participated in the
"A to Z" Classic bicycle races in
Athens and Zainsville, Ohio.
Sophomore Brian Linkeman and
junior Jim Millican competed in
two of the criterium races which
were a total of 30 kilometers a
piece.
The course in Athens on the
first day was characterized by a
fast, .7 mile loop through the
streets with a short climb and
quick descent in the early part of
th rce: The homestretch was ex
"because it was an uncomfortable
situation." "There were only five
of them so they had pressure to
finish and not just go out and re-
lax like we wanted them to." The
first five runners of each team
score points.'
Dave Toy overcame the tough
course to finish first for the team
in 91st. out of almost 200 runners
with a time of 30:08. Jeff Beck
ran strongly and finished in 31:40
A for Athens to Z
tremely fast and provided a diffi-
cult terrain to master at speeds of
over 30 miles per hour. After lead-
ing the race until the last lap of
the race, Millican was caught by
the field and ended up finishing
13th out of 70 starters. Due to
knee problems, Linkeman with-
drew early in the race.
The following day in Zainsville,
the riders met up with a ruggid, .9
mile course including eight turns
which eventually took their toll
on the club as Linkeman experi-
enced more knee problems before
withdrawing midway through the
race. The luck of the team changed
as Millican led the race for a ma
short as Wittenberg outlasted
them 3-- 2. Despite the fact that
Wittenberg only had four shots on
goal, three did manage to find the
back of the net. The Wooster
goals were scored by sophomores
Mary Romestant and Cathie Doch-
erty. Coach Jackie Maibach com-
mented that one of the team's
keys to success this year is "the
improvement on defense since last
year." The Lady Scots' current
Women's soccer overwhelms
comes up short to Whittenberg
by TOM STEFANIK
In the past two weeks, the wom-
en's soccer team has only had two
games. On September 24, the
Lady Scots overwhelmed Muskin-
gum 6-- 0. The offense was led by
Cathie Docherty and Nancy
Christman who scored two goals
apiece. Kathy DoI an and Nicole
Podgorny each contributed one.
Last Thursday, the team came up
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with Brad Longbrake following
close behind in 31:55. Josh Den-beau- x
kicked in. down the hill at
the finish to place with a time of
34:15. Rich Boyer completed the
team five with his time of 34:25.
"We need to see some people
stepping forward and doing the
job for us. The fun and games are
over and we need to get focused in
on the Conference meet," com-
mented Craig.
for Zainsville
jority of the 30-k- m race before
sprinting to a third place finish.
Club manager and adviser Bob
Brown accompanied the team and
helped with pre-ra-ce strategies by
informing the riders of the field
ahead of them.
On October 1, Millican compet-
ed
.
in the Mount Fall Cycling
Classic in Cincinnati where a
starting field of 75 was cut down
to just 21 finishers as rain
drenched conditions prohibited the
riders from reaching top speeds.
After crashing three times, Milli-
can came back to capture third
place.
Muskingum, - n 1
record is 5-- 3.
Yesterday the team played Ober-Ii- n
and the results will be featured
in the October 21 issue of the
Voice. On Saturday, the team will
play Case Western Reserve at II
a.m. at home, while on Wednes-
day, Denison will be the host for
a 4 p.m. game. These games are
crucial to the success of the team
because they are both conference
games.
Lisa Vvmiwi
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Senior quarterback Craig Lombardl feels the pressure from the Allegheny defense daring
the Scot's 24-1- 0 loss this past weekend. Lombardl broke the all-ti- me passing leader In
Wooster history with 2432 yards moving ahead of Ron Wrlght(2301.) The Scots record
fell to 0-- 4 and 0-- 1 in the NCAC. This week the Scots host the Big Red of
Denison(21-l- ) for Homecoming weekend. Denison features a single back offense which
produces the second best offense In the league at 410.5 yards per game. Having lost
heartbreaking decisions to the Big Red the past two years, the Scots will be looking
for revenge as they take the field for this year's homecoming classic.
ROOM NEEDED
Parents' weeekend 1029
Write: Padwe. 1009 Wobura Court. McLean,
VA 22102 or call Elizabeth: 263-200- 0 ex 2647.
Lonely? Need a Date?
Write Date time, 2599 E. Main St.
Suite 202, Columbus Oh. 43009
CONFIDENTIAL ADOPTION
Caucasian couple offer love, warmth, financial security. Medical, legal
expenses paid . Mansfield News Journal Box 717A 70 West 4th St.
Mansfield. Oh. 44902
CRUISE SHIPS
Now hiring men and women. Summer and Career Opportunities
(WILL TRAIN). Excellent pay plus World Travel Hawaii.Classified Bahamas. Caribbean. Etc. CALL NOW! 206-736-70- 00. Ext.656C
Ads: JOBS IN AUSTRALIA
Immediate Opening for Men and Women. 11,000 to 60,000.
Construction. Manufacturin, Secretarial Work, Nurses, Engineering,
Sales. Hundreds of Jobs Listed. CALL NOW! 206-736-70- 00
Ext. 656A
Judicial
Continued from page 3
cuser in preparing for the judicial
hearing and serve as a support
person during a hearing process.
SUMMARY OF 1987-8- 8 CASES.
The following is a summary of
the Judicial Board and Dean's
Hearing cases for the 1987-8- 8 ac-
ademic year. The information pre-
sented includes the incident date,
charge, form of hearing, and pen-
alties assigned per case. Informa-
tion regarding the accused and ac-
cuser is not included to protect the
privacy and integrity of those in-
volved in such proceedings. The
summary is a means of providing
to the student body information
on occurrences of unacceptable be-
havior.
All references to the Code of
Social Responsibility are as they
appear in the 1987-8- 8 Scot's Key.
The Preamble is Section I in the
1988-8- 9 Code.
Date of Incident: October 25,
1987
Charge: Four students were
charged with violation of the Pre-
amble Section III Respect for the
Functioning and Property of the
College of the The Code of So-
cial of Responsibility.
Hearing: Panel of Deans
Verdict: One individual was
found not guilty. Two of the four
were found guilty and placed on
Conduct Probation for the rest of
the 1987-8- 8 academic year, and
were held responsible for financial
restitution for damages. They were
also required to attend a workshop
on responsible drinking. One of
these two appealed the case to the
President. The Panel's verdict and
sanction were upheld. Another in-
dividual was found guilty and was
suspended from the College for
one weekend, was placed on Re-
corded Disciplinary Probation for
the rest of the academic year, was
required to attend a workshop on
responsible drinking, and was re-
quired to make financial restitu-
tion.
Date of Incident: November
29. 1987
Charge: A student was charged
with violation of the Preamble;
the Preamble Section II Respect
for the Rights and Concerns of
Others; Preamble. Section III
Respect for the Functioning and
Property of the College; and
Section Vm, Part A Harassment.
Coercion and Intimidation of the
The Code of Social of Respons-
ibility.
Hearing: Judicial Board
Verdict: Found not guilty of
violation of the Preamble. Section
m. but guilty of all other charges.
The sanction included reassign-
ment to other on-camp- us housing
for the rest of Semester JJ, Con-
duct Probation for the remainder
of Semester U of "87-8- 8, submis-
sion of a letter of apology to the
appropriate party and a meeting
with the Dean of Students to dis-
cuss the individual's role in the
incident and the Board's findings.
The case was appealed. Due to the
absence of the President, and in
order for the appeal to be heard
within a reasonable time period,
the appeal was heard by Donald
Harward, Vice President for Aca-
demic Affairs. The verdict of the
Board was upheld. The sanction
was adjusted to Conduct Probation
for the remainder of the 1987-8- 8
academic year; a meeting with
Dean Plusquellec to discuss the in-
cident and the expectation that fu-
ture behavior in the residence hall
be within appropriate limits; and
submission of a letter of apology
to the appropriate party.
Date of Incident: December 3,
1987.
Charge: Two students were
charged with violation of the Pre-
amble of the Code of Social Re-
sponsibility of the Scot's Key,
and the Preamble, specifically
Section III Respect for the Func-
tioning and Property of the Co-
llege.
Hearing: Dean of Students
Verdict: Both pleaded guilty
and each was required to peiform
IS hours of volunteer work with
People to People Ministries of
Wooster or some other social ser-
vice agency. Both students were
also placed on Conduct Probation
until the end of Semester I of the
1988-8- 9 academic year.
Date of Incident: December 3,
1987
Charges: Violation of the
Preamble and the Preamble, spe-
cifically Section JH Respect Tor
the Functioning and Property of
the College of the Code of Social
Responsibility.
Hearing: Judicial Board
Verdict: The student was
found not guilty.
Date of Incident: December 8,
1987
Charge: Six students were
charged with violation of the Pre-
amble, Section III Respect for the
Functioning and Property of the
College and Section VI Theft of
the Code of Social Responsibili-
ty.
Hearing: Panel of Deans
Verdict: All six students
were found guilty and were placed
on Conduct Probation for the re-
mainder of the 1987-8- 8 academic
year. All were required to make fi-
nancial restitution for damages.
Date of Incident: December
11. 1987
Charge: Violation of the Pre-
amble and the Preamble Section II
Respect for the Rights and Con-
cerns of Others. Also, Section
Vm Harassment Coercion and In-
timidation, specifically part A
...will not tolerate behavior
which undermines the emotional,
physical or ethical integrity of
any member of its community.
and part C The expectation holds
true for interactions of a sexual
nature. of the The Code of Social
Responsibility.
Hearing: Panel of Deans
Verdict: The student was
found guilty of violating all three
sections and received the follow-
ing sanction: Recorded Discipli-
nary Probation for the remainder
of the 1987-8- 8 academic year, and
required to participate in continu-
ous counseling with a certified li--
censed counselor approved by the
Dean of Students. The student was
also no longer permitted to enter
any other College housing, except
his own. effective immediately.
Permission to enter College hous-
ing after the end of Semester II
would be determined by the Dean
of Students based on information
from the counselor. The decision
of the Panel was appealed to the
President, who upheld the verdict
pertaining to the charges. The fi-
nal sanction was adjusted to Con-
duct Probation until the student
graduates from the College of
Wooster. and required participa-
tion in a counseling relationship
until the counselor believes the
student has successfully addressed
the issues. If found guilty of fur-
ther violations of Section VUI of
the Code, student given notice
that suspension from the College
could occur.
Date of Incident:' February 24,
1988
Charge: Violation of the
Preamble, specifically Section II
Respect for the Rights and Con-
cerns of Others, and Section VII
Noise specifically part A
...common sense dictates that in-
dividuals refrain from .-ex- cessive
noise during hours when others
are sleeping... and C excessive
exterior noise. resulting
from.. .individual or group distur-
bances will result in disciplinary
action and Section VIII
Harassment, specifically part A
...will not .tolerate behavior
which undermines the emotional,
physical, or ethical integrity....
Hearing: Judicial Board
Verdict: Student was found
guilty of violating all four sec-
tions and was placed on Conduct
Probation for the remainder of the
1989 academic year and the first
semester of the 1988-8- 9 academic
year. The offender was also re-
quired to submit of a letter of
apology to the appropriate party.
Date of Incident: April 6,
1988
Charge: Violation of the Pre-
amble, specifically Section II
Respect for the Rights and Con-
cerns of Others, and Section VUI
Harassment specifically parts A
...will not tolerate behavior
which undermines the emotional
or ethical integrity- -. and part C
-- .holds true for interactions of a
sexual nature, including use of
verbally abusive language of the
The Code of Social Responsibil-
ity.
Hearing : Panel of Deans
Verdict: Student found guilty
of all charges and placed on Con-
duct Probation for the rest of die
1987-8- 8 academic year and for Se-
mester I of 1988-8- 9. Student was
prohibited from holding office in
a Section andor I.S.C. for the
same time period. The offender
was also required to participate hi
a counseling meeting with Betty
Shull or other certified licensed
counselor to be approved by the
Dean of Students to assess the
following areas: interpersonal re-
lationships, specifically male
'female interactions; anger man-
agement; and alcohol use and its
relationship to the preceding two
items.
Date of Incident: April 7.
1988.
Charge: Violation of the
Preamble, specifically Section II
and Section Vm Harassment. Co-
ercion and Intimidation Pans A
...will not tolerate behavior
which undermines the emotional
or ethical integrity and Part B
This expectation holds true in so-
cial inter actions among the races.
of the Code of Social Responsi-
bility.
Hearing: Judicial Board
Verdict: The student was
found guilty of violating all three
sections of the Code. The sanc-
tion included: suspension of the
granting of the degree until the
student completed two Black Stud-
ies courses at the College of
Wooster. Suspension from partici-
pation in all Commencement cere-
monies and placement on Record-
ed Disciplinary Probation until
student received the diploma.
Also, required to meet with Lenora
Barnes-Wrig- ht and a designated
group of Judicial Board members
prior to the end of Semester JJ to
view the film "A Chance to
Speak," to be followed by a dis-
cussion of the film and the reason
for the Board's decision. The Judi-
cial Board Sanction was appealed
and the verdict of the Board was
upheld. The final sanction was
adjusted to: Recorded Disciplinary
Probation until completion of the
assigned obligations. Required
meeting with Lenora Barnes-Wrigh- t,
Director of Black Student
Affairs and a designated group of
Judical Board members who heard
the case, to view the film "Ethnic
Notions," followed by a discus-
sion. A reading requirement of
five books dealing with racism in
American history and submission
of a twelve to fifteen page discus-
sion paper acceptable to Kenneth
Goings. Chair of the Department
of History and Donald Harward,
Vice President of Academic Af-
fairs.' Research for the paper
should include interviews with
members of the Board of Trustees
andor the faculty. With the accep-
tance of this paper completion of
the obligations would be met, al-
lowing the student to receive the
degree. Because of the definition
of "good standing" as listed in
the Catalogue, the student was
permitted to participate in Com-
mencement ceremonies, but an
asterisk was placed by the stu-
dent's name indicating completion
of degree requirements during sum-
mer 1988.
Date of Incident: April
23.1988
Charge: An organization was
charged with violation of Pream-
ble and the Preamble, Section II
(Respect of the Rights and Con-
cerns of Others) of the me Code
of Social of Responsibility.
Hearing: Panel of Deans
Verdict: The organization
was found guilty of violating both
sections and was placed on Social
Probation for Semester I of the
1988-8- 9 academic year. Required
to reimburse the appropriate party
for die damage prior to the begin-
ning of classes on August 29,
1988. Also required to send a writ-
ten apology to the accuser.
